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Do not drop or trample the headphone.

Do not subject the headphone to extreme cold or hot temperatures.

Do not dismantle the headphone without authorization.

Do not operate the headphone near water. 

The operating time of the headphone’s battery depends on the output 
volume of the paired mobile device.

For maximum operating time, please turn down the volume of the
paired mobile device to approximately 70% of the maximum volume,
which can help prolong battery time.

Do not use alcohol, benzene and other chemicals to clean the
headphone.

Pairing the Headphone

Pairing will connect the headphone wirelessly to a portable device such as a
Smartphone or a Tablet with Bluetooth capability.

1. Make sure the portable device and the headphone is fully charged. Turn on the
portable device and enable the Bluetooth mode under the device’s settings menu.
2. The first time the unit is powered on, it will enter auto-pairing mode and attempt
to connect to a Bluetooth device. Otherwise, follow Step 3 to start pairing.
3. To turn on the headphone, press and hold the power button for two seconds.
The headphone will then notify with a tone and the LED indicator will rapidly flash
blue, stating the headphone is now ready for pairing.

4. Search for “BT Speaker” on your portable device’s Bluetooth menu.
5. Select the “ BT Speaker” from the menu. Once it is successfully paired, the mobile
device will beep to indicate that the device is “connected”. The LED indicator will flash
slowly to show that it is paired to a device.

6. For the next time, you will need to power on the headphone and it will connect to the
paired mobile device automatically (as long as the Bluetooth function is enabled and 
the range is approximately 30 ft without obstructions).

Connecting Multiple Devices to the Speaker

When you power ON the headphone, it will automatically connect with the previously
paired Bluetooth device, as long as that device is still within the range (approx. 30 ft).

Example: If your originally paired mobile device is within the range of approx. 30 ft, 
you will not be able to connect the headphone to another mobile device until you 

the headphone from the original mobile device by going into the settings  
menu on the mobile device.

To pair with a different device, following steps 1-5 on Connecting the Headphone.

Please use the volume and settings on the mobile device to control volume
increase/decrease, play/pause, and track forward/backward.

Phone Function:
NOTE: The unit must be powered ON and paired to a Bluetooth enabled Mobile
device to use the phone function on the headphone.

1. When a call is received, playing music is automatically muted to hear the ring
tone through the headphone.
2. Lightly press the power button to answer the call. Lightly press the power button
to hang up the call. You can also use the mobile phone to answer the call, mute, 
hang up and other phone functions.
3. If music was playing when the call was received, it will resume once the call
is discontinued.
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It is recommended to use a certified or an approved power adaptor for optimized
performance and safety.
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